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“TRANSITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS” 

(Matthew 5:13-20)  
 

Intro … Two weeks ago we concluded our nine week investigation of the Beatitudes – that 
nine part lesson with which Jesus introduced his ‘Sermon on the Mount’ which is recorded 
most completely in the Gospel of Matthew chapters 5-7.  
 
Last week, in preparation for Communion, we took the time to observe how Jesus Himself 
perfectly demonstrated those Nine Beatitude Qualities in the very actions surrounding his 
great sacrifice for us on Calvary.  
 
This past week in our Cell Groups we suggested a ‘Heart Condition’ appropriate for each of 
the Nine. Those suggestions are printed on the back of your note sheet this morning. Let’s 
look at them for just a moment (see last page). I would encourage to keep that list 
somewhere close at hand as an ever-ready personal ‘heart test’ for you in the days ahead. 
 
This morning we cast our gaze forward into the specifics of the Sermon on the Mount –  
the specific prescriptions for living that Jesus laid out on that mountainside that sunny 
afternoon. 
 
These ‘prescriptions’ define the kind of life that Jesus expected to be lived by those who 
would follow him into the Kingdom - those who would carry on what I have called 
“Kingdom-Class Living” after he was gone. 
 
Keep in mind that much of what he said that day cut across the grain of the accepted 
practices of his day … one expression that we will hear him use again and again is  
“You have heard it said … but I say to you.” 
 
New teaching was coming – old concepts were being discarded or at least significantly 
modified.  
 
But old concepts are not discarded easily – old ways of thinking and responding have a way 
of hanging on. We will discover that some of those ‘old ways of thinking’ have hung on  
right up until our own day. 
 
We might discover that some of us still ‘think in those old ways’ ourselves’. His ‘Sermon’ 
might be as shocking or challenging to us as it was to them! 
 
And if that is the case, then we need to ‘ready ourselves’, for I’m sure that every one of us 
would like to ‘master’ this matter of Kingdom Living. 



So today … before we take the jump from preamble to preaching, I want to share with you a 
few of what I have called “Transitional Considerations”. Things that might help us ‘transition’ 
into the body of this significant teaching with as little difficulty as possible. 
 
Consider with me first of all that … 
 

1. YOUR HEART DETERMINES EVERYTHING AND  
THE HEART CONDITION LAID OUT IN THE BEATITUDES  

IS FOUNDATIONAL FOR SUCCESSFUL KINGDOM LIVING! 
 

Way back in the Book of Proverbs, we read some months ago … 
 

“Above all else, guard your heart for it is the WELLSPRING of life.” 
(Proverbs 4:23) 

 
In other words … as the heart goes, so goes everything else. A good heart produces a good 
life – a bad heart a bad life. That’s true spiritually as well as physically. The heart (biblically 
speaking) is the engine of life.  
 
Guard it – protect it – nurture it … your life outcome depends upon it. God has declared that 
truth from ancient times. 

 
Jesus, later on in his earthly ministry, would say … 
 

“Out of the abundance (the overflow) of the HEART,  
the MOUTH speaks (or we could add ‘actions come’).” 

(Matthew 12:34) 

 
Listen to a man talk and you can generally tell what’s in his heart; sooner or later his words 
will reveal him. What we call ‘gaffes’ today are generally words spoken in an unguarded 
moment – words that indicate what is really our core perspective.  
 
The more passionate, the more excited our heart the more exuberant the words and the 
more dramatic the deeds that flow forth. 
 
Again the point we are making is …  

 

“Your heart determines everything and the specific heart condition 
laid out in the Beatitudes is foundational for successful Kingdom Living.” 

 
Or we could put it this way … 

 

“Kingdom-Class LIVING just naturally flows from a Kingdom-Class Heart.” 
 



That’s why (I certainly believe) Jesus began the Sermon on the Mount with the Beatitudes … 
the heart condition they depict is essential for genuine Kingdom Living!  
 
Now that’s a ‘transitional thought’ we need to have down pat as we push ahead into his 
‘Mountainside Teaching’. 
 
It’s interesting to see that Jesus shared some transitional comments himself before he got 
into the nitty-gritty particulars of this transformational style of living. 
 
Consider this one … 

 

2. IF YOUR HEART IS RIGHT YOU WILL BE TASTY AND BRIGHT –  
YOU WILL STAND OUT FROM THE BLANDNESS AND DARKNESS  

OF THE WORLD AROUND YOU! 
 

“You are the SALT of the earth.” 
(Matthew 5:13) 

 
You are the ones who bring flavor and zest to an otherwise fairly bland world; you are 

the ones who preserve this world from quicker decay than would otherwise be the 
case; you are the salt of the earth. You are a treasured commodity. 

 
“You are the LIGHT of the world.” 

(Matthew 5:14) 
 

You are the ones who bring enlightenment and understanding concerning the  
things that really matter. You are the ones who help people ‘make sense out of life’.  

You are the ones who ‘shine in the darkness’ and help people find their way spiritually 
and emotionally and sometimes even physically. You ‘brighten up’ the darkness.  

You provide a most valuable service. 
 

Notice that Jesus didn’t say “You should be the salt’ or You should be the light … He said 
“YOU ARE”. By virtue of the Heart that has been placed and nurtured within you, you are 
both salt and light in this bland and darkened world.  The Kingdom-Class Heart just naturally 
expresses itself in these attention-getting, people-serving ways! 
 
Everything that he will subsequently share in this Mountainside Sermon will be simply a 
manifestation or a demonstration of what it means or how it looks to be ‘salt and light  
in the world’. Quite a consideration! 
 
Now consider this transitional comment Jesus made … 

 



3. I DIDN’T COME TO ABOLISH ANYTHING; 
I CAME TO FULFILL EVERYTHING. (Matthew 5:17-20) 

 
“Do not think that I have come to abolish the (precepts of) the LAW or the (teaching of)  

the PROPHETS; I have come not to abolish them but to fulfill them.” 
(Matthew 5:17) 

 
“I tell you that unless your RIGHTEOUSNESS surpasses that of the Pharisees and  

the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the Kingdom of Heaven.” 
(Matthew 5:20) 

 
Usually when you bring in something new, people think that you are eliminating the old. 

Jesus was planning to fulfill the old by bringing in the new. He was planning to take  
the ‘old’ where it had always been intended and expected to go. 

 
He was planning to lay out ‘a more perfect world’ for his people; he was planning  
to define for them what real goodness and godliness looked like; he was planning  

to take them far beyond where the most ‘righteous of their day’ (the Pharisees  
and the teachers of the law) had ever thought of going. 

 
‘Get ready’ he was saying … ‘Fasten your seat-belts’ … We are in for a wild and  

turbulent ride … We are going to challenge the status quo – We are going to bring the 
values of heaven to bear on the earth – We are going to conduct ourselves as though  
the Kingdom was already here and we are going to respond in every situation of life  

as though we were bona fide, confident Children of God. It’s going to be great! 
 
Could anything have been more exciting or unnerving? 
 
And that’s right where we are today. 
 
These Kingdom Prescriptions are just as shocking to many today as they were when they 
were first uttered but they will find a warm embrace in those whose hearts are  truly 
‘Kingdom-Class’.   
 
So guard your heart – check your heart – ‘beatitude’ your heart and thus ready your  
heart to participate in a full-out Invasion of Kingdom Living in this fallen sin-filled world  
for as our Final Thot says … 
 

Final Thot …  
In the KINGDOM the heart must LEAD the WAY. 
So make sure your heart is LEADERSHIP READY. 

BEATITUDE yourself every day! 



THE WELLSPRING OF SUCCESSFUL KINGDOM LIVING 
- A Kingdom-Class Heart – 

 

 

The Nine Key Qualities Of A Kingdom-Class Heart: 

 
1. A HUMBLE HEART …    “Blessed are the poor in spirit.” 
 
 
2. A SENSITIZED HEART …    “Blessed are those who mourn.” 
 
 
3. A SELF-CONTROLLED HEART … “Blessed are the meek.” 
 
 
4. A YEARNING HEART …“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness.” 
 
 
5. A FORGIVING HEART … “Blessed are the merciful.” 
 
 
6. A FULLY-YIELDED HEART … “Blessed are the pure in heart.” 
 
 
7. A RECONCILING HEART … “Blessed are the peace-makers.” 
 
 
8. A COMMITTED HEART … “Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness sake.” 
 
 
9. A CONNECTED HEART … “Blessed are those who are persecuted … for my name’s sake.” 


